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Merging of different streams in channel junctions represents a common mixing process
that occurs in systems ranging from soda fountains and bathtub faucets to chemical plants
and microfluidic devices. Here, we report a spontaneous trapping of colloidal particles in a
merging flow junction when the merging streams have a salinity contrast. We show that the
particle trapping is a consequence of nonequilibrium interactions between the particles,
solutes, channel, and the freestream flow. A delicate balance of transport processes
results in a stable near-wall vortex that traps the particles. We use three-dimensional
particle visualization and numerical simulations to provide a rigorous understanding of the
observed phenomenon. Such a trapping mechanism is unique from the well-known inertial
trapping enabled by vortex breakdown [Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 111, 4770 (2014)], or
the solute-mediated trapping enabled by diffusiophoresis [Phys. Rev. X 7, 041038 (2017)],
as the current trapping is facilitated by both the solute and the inertial effects, suggesting a
new mechanism for particle trapping in flow networks.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevFluids.5.024304

I. INTRODUCTION

Particle-laden flows in channel junctions occur in many applications across a wide range of
length scales, from blood flows in capillary networks [1], microfluidic mixing and droplet generation
[2,3], and porous media flow to sewer network and groundwater flow [4,5]. While small suspended
particles tend to passively follow fluid streamlines in laminar, modest Reynolds number flows,
coupled nonlinear effects can result in unexpected particle dynamics in certain systems. For
example, a spontaneous particle trapping mechanism was recently identified in branching flows
through T- or angle-shaped junctions due to the coupling between inertial particle dynamics and the
nonlinear vortex breakdown phenomena [6–11].

The coupling of particle dynamics to other additional physics such as externally imposed
temperature or chemical concentration gradients can also cause the particles to deviate from the fluid
streamlines and results in interesting particle dynamics [12,13]. Recent examples have shown that
for merging flows in channel junctions [14,15] and flow networks [14], suspended particles can also
be trapped near the junction when the merging streams contain different solutes. Solute gradients
formed at the junction allow the particles to migrate against the flow via diffusiophoresis, leading
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to trapping. While this solute-mediated particle trapping contributes to the rapid clogging of porous
media [14], it is also proven to be useful for on-chip applications such as DNA preconcentration
[14,15], bioseparation [16], and surface characterization [17].

In this paper, we identify a new type of solute-mediated particle trapping in merging T-junctions.
We show experimentally and numerically that the nonequilibrium interactions between the particles,
solutes, channel wall, and the inlet fluid flow create a spiral sink vortex near the junction that leads
to stable particle trapping. We observe a variety of particle trapping morphologies determined
by the relative strengths of the nonequilibrium interactions. Three-dimensional (3D) particle
visualization and numerical simulations are utilized to visualize the vortex so as to provide a
rigorous understanding of the particle trapping phenomenon. The reported trapping mechanism
is unique from the inertial trapping enabled by vortex breakdown [6–11], or the solute-mediated
trapping enabled by diffusiophoresis [14,15], as the current trapping is facilitated by both the solute
and the inertial effects, suggesting a new mechanism for particle trapping in flow networks.

II. METHODS

A. Three-dimensional printed glass microfluidic channel

The 3D-printed glass microfluidic channels were fabricated from a 5-mm-thick polished fused
silica substrate (Optostar Ltd., Japan). To fabricate the glass microfluidic channels, we utilized
a relatively new subtractive 3D printing fabrication technique known as selective laser-induced
etching (SLE) [18,19]. SLE is a two-step process that involves the laser irradiation of specific
regions within a polished glass substrate and then the removal of those regions by a chemical etching
process. We performed the precise volumetric laser irradiation with the commercially available
LightFab 3D printer (LightFab, GmbH), which “prints” a modified volume by laser scanning within
a fused silica substrate according to an inputted sliced computer-aided design model. Once the
laser scanning is complete the modified substrate is submerged in an ultrasonic bath of potassium
hydroxide (KOH) where the modified regions are selectively etched at a rate thousand times faster
than the unmodified regions of glass.

B. Flow experiments

Fluorescent colloidal particles (carboxylated-functionalized polystyrene latex, diameter = 1 μm,
ThermoFisher Scientific) were suspended in NaCl solutions with the initial volume fraction of
0.0001%. The particle ζ potential was measured by electrophoretic light scattering (Zetasizer
Nano-ZS, Malvern Panalytical). The pH was adjusted by adding HCl to the NaCl solution and
was measured by a pH meter (HI9813-6, Hanna Instruments). The inlet streams were injected into
the microfluidic channel by a syringe pump (Pump 11 Pico Plus Elite, Harvard Apparatus). The
particles were visualized with an inverted fluorescence microscope (DMi8, Leica). The time-lapse
images were created using ImageJ.

C. Numerical simulations

The numerical simulations were performed using finite-volume solvers adapted from the
simpleFoam and scalarTransportFoam solvers of the OpenFOAM open-source computational
fluid dynamics library [20]. First, we solve for the steady-state fluid and solute concentration profiles
using a modified version of the SIMPLE algorithm [21] that uses an iterative relaxation approach to
simultaneously solve the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations coupled to an advection-diffusion
equation for the solute concentration. Note that this numerical solution involves two-way coupling
since the fluid velocity sets the advection term for the solute concentration, and the solute
concentration gradient sets the approximate wall slip boundary condition on the fluid velocity
through the action of diffusioosmosis. Once this solver has relaxed to a steady-state solution, we
integrate an unsteady advection-diffusion equation for the particle concentration n with a modified
advection term given by u + Mp∇ ln c to include the influence of diffusiophoresis on the particle
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FIG. 1. Particle trapping induced by merging of different saline solutions at a T-junction. (a) Schematic
of a symmetric T-junction with merging flows of solute concentrations c1 and c2. (b) A photograph of
a glass microfluidic T-junction device made by selective laser-induced etching. (c) Image sequence of
fluorescent colloidal particles (carboxylate-modified polystyrene latex, 1 μm in diameter) accumulating near
the junction by merging of two colloidal suspensions with different solute concentrations (NaCl, c1 = 10 mM,
c2 = 0.01 mM). Inlet mean flow speed is U = 0.34 mm/s. The channel has a square cross section with width
w = 0.7 mm throughout the entire channel. See also Movie 1 in the Supplemental Material [22]. (d) Particle
trapping versus the inlet mean flow speed. The images are taken at 5 min after the flow has started.

dynamics. Here, we assume an initial particle distribution of n(r, t ) = 1 and integrate forward in
time to observe the locations at which particles accumulate in the system. The magnitude of n at a
fixed time represents the degree to which particles are accumulated at a specific location.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Particle trapping in merging T-junction

A schematic of a merging T-junction is presented in Fig. 1(a). Two streams with the same flow
rates having different NaCl concentrations are injected through the side inlets; the more saline
solution flows from the left (inlet 1, concentration c1 = 10 mM) and the less saline solution flows
from the right (inlet 2, c2 = 0.01 mM). We set the Cartesian origin to be at the stagnation point of
an otherwise uniform merging flow in a symmetric T-junction.
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For the experiments, we utilize a microfluidic T-junction device fabricated by selective laser-
induced etching [18,19], as shown in Fig. 1(b). The channel has a square cross-section with width
w = 0.7 mm throughout the entire channel. This device allows flow visualization from various
perspectives, including from underneath the junction (x-z plane), which is difficult to achieve with
devices made by soft lithography.

When particles are added to the streams, we observe a sudden trapping of colloidal particles
near the junction. Fluorescence microscope images of fluorescently labeled colloidal particles are
shown in Fig. 1(c) (see also Movie 1 in the Supplemental Material [22]). The images are taken from
underneath the junction (x-z plane). The particles are carboxylate-functionalized polystyrene latex
spheres with 1-m diameters. The inlet mean flow speed in the figure is U = 0.34 mm/s. The image
sequence shows that the trapped particles continue to accumulate at a localized region over time,
forming a stable particle cluster.

The morphology of the particle cluster is observed to depend on the inlet flow speed. Figure 1(d)
shows the trapped particles at various inlet mean flow speeds ranging from U = 0.10 to 17 mm/s.
These flow speeds correspond to the Reynolds numbers of Re = Uw/ν = 0.040–6.6 and the solute
Péclet numbers of Pe = Uw/Ds = 22–3700, where ν and Ds are, respectively, the momentum and
solute diffusivities. The images are taken at 5 minutes after the flow has started. At low inlet flow
speed (U < 0.5 mm/s; Re < 0.19), the particles form a long, narrow band that aligns along the
centerline (x axis) of the inlet channel. However, as the flow rate is increased, the particle cluster
becomes compact and tends to form more toward the origin. When U > 5 mm/s (Re > 1.9), the
trapped particles split into two distinct particle clusters that are symmetric about the x axis. We note
that in the absence of solute contrast between the two inlet streams, the particles do not experience
any trapping, but leave the junction with the fluid flow.

B. Solute-gradient-induced particle vortex

Because of the solute gradient developed at the interface of the two inlet streams, two possible
nonequilibrium transport mechanisms may emerge that can impact the particle transport, namely,
diffusioosmosis and diffusiophoresis [23–26]. In the presence of solute gradients, near a solid-liquid
interface the solute gradients can induce fluid flow relative to the solid surface to relax the
interfacial free energy imbalance; the solute gradients can develop an osmotic pressure gradient
near the interface, thus causing osmotic flow (chemiosmosis). The solute gradients can also drive
electroosmosis due to the diffusion potential gradient developed by the diffusion of various ionic
species. The combined process is referred to as diffusioosmosis, where the local fluid dynamics
can be approximated as a wall slip flow given by uw = −Mw∇ ln c, where Mw is the (wall)
diffusioosmotic mobility, which is the sum of chemiosmotic and electroosmotic mobilities. If the
solid is freely suspended (e.g., colloidal particles), then this wall slip flow can result in particle
motion in the opposite direction, a process known as diffusiophoresis. The particle diffusiophoretic
velocity is given as up = Mp∇ ln c, where Mp is the (particle) diffusiophoretic mobility. Mw

and Mp represent the efficacy of, respectively, diffusioosmosis and diffusiophoresis for a given
solid-liquid system.

The surface charge of both the channel (fused silica) and the particles (carboxylate-functionalized
polystyrene) gives rise to the electrolytic diffusioosmosis/-phoresis [27], which is generally stronger
than the nonelectrolytic counterpart. We find that the observed particle trapping phenomenon is a
consequence of complex interactions between diffusioosmosis, diffusiophoresis, and inlet fluid flow.
Near the liquid-liquid interface, a solute gradient is established that drives diffusioosmosis toward
the less saline stream (positive x direction) due to the positive Mw in the current system. Since
diffusioosmosis is effectively a slip flow at the macroscale, the combination of diffusioosmosis and
the inlet fluid flow results in a vortical flow near the channel wall [28,29].

This gradient-induced fluid vortex is presented in Fig. 2. A 2D numerical simulation of the
steady-state solute distribution c in a symmetric T-junction is shown in Fig. 2(a). The simulation
incorporates diffusioosmosis as a slip boundary condition on the channel wall, which is given as
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FIG. 2. Particle trapping is a consequence of interactions between diffusiophoresis, diffusioosmosis, and
inlet fluid flow. (a) Solute distribution c in a 2D T-junction. Near the interface between two streams, a solute
gradient is established that induces diffusioosmosis directed toward the less saline stream (positive x direction).
Because diffusioosmosis is a slip flow, the combination of diffusioosmosis and inlet fluid flow results in
a vortical flow near the wall. (b) Close-up simulation results near the wall [red box in (a)] showing fluid
streamlines, c, −∂yc, and particle trajectories. (c) Solute concentration adjacent to the wall (y → 0) normalized
by the bulk solute concentration of more saline stream (c1) near the interface of the two solutions for various
inlet mean flow speeds. x is rescaled by the channel width w, x∗ = x/w. (d) A snapshot of the T-junction
observed from the front (x-y plane). A small region of the trapped particles is denoted by a red box. (e) A
reconstructed image of the particles in the red box in (c) by overlaying image sequence to visualize the particle
trajectories. (f) Normalized solute dispersion length �∗

s = �s/w, normalized particle cluster length �∗
p = �p/w,

and (g) normalized particle cluster location x∗
p = xp/w versus the inlet mean flow speed U . �∗

s and �∗
p for various

wall diffusioosmotic conditions are presented by altering the solution pH. Open blue circle represents �∗
s , open

triangle, diamond, and square represent �∗
p at various pH conditions, and closed triangle, diamond, and square

represent x∗
p at various pH conditions. (h) �∗

s and �∗
p replotted with Pe∗ = Uw/Mw.

uw = −Mw∇s ln c, where ∇s is the surface gradient operator. We assume Mw = 1600 μm2/s
unless otherwise noted, which corresponds to a value for a negatively-charged surface in contact
with aqueous NaCl solution. The wall ζ potential is ≈ −110 mV, which is a typical value for fused
silica in 1 mM NaCl or KCl near neutral pH conditions [30–34]. We also estimate Mp = 830 μm2/s
from the measured particle ζ potential ≈ −75 mV in 5 mM NaCl [35].

Figure 2(b) is a close-up of the simulation results near the wall where the vortex is present [red
box in Fig. 2(a)]. The computed fluid streamlines identify the gradient-induced vortex [topmost
panel of Fig. 2(b)]. The size of the vortex is essentially determined by the solute dispersion length
�s, which decreases as the flow speed is increased [Fig. 2(c)]. The size �p and the location xp of the
particle cluster are also set by �s, as will be discussed later more in detail.
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In short, the combination of the solute-gradient-induced diffusioosmosis and the free-stream flow
velocity away from the channel walls result in the formation of a fluid vortex near the channel
bottom. However, the formation of this vortex is not sufficient to drive particle accumulation
in the absence of other effects since the velocity field for a cloud of passive tracer particles in
an incompressible flow must also be incompressible. Therefore, an additional factor, specifically
diffusiophoresis, is required to drive the particles to accumulate at a kinematically stable fixed point.

Since the solutes closer to the wall (y → 0) are dispersed more broadly in the x direction due
to the lesser influence of the advection [second panel of Fig. 2(b)], the solutes have concentration
gradients not only in the x but also in the y direction [third panel of Fig. 2(b)]. This gradient ∂yc
causes the particles to actively migrate toward the wall by diffusiophoresis due to the positive Mp,
producing a particle vortex that is distinct from the fluid vortex. This particle vortex acts as a stable
fixed point for the particles, and their trajectories spiral toward the core of this vortex. Compared to
the fluid vortex, the particle vortex is shifted more toward the negative y direction, thus forming very
near to the channel bottom [bottommost panel of Fig. 2(b)]. The particles ultimately accumulate at
the vortex core, as denoted by the red arrow. Moreover, the particle vortex is located more toward
the upstream (positive x direction) due to the lesser influence of the inlet fluid flow close to the
channel bottom.

The colloidal vortices can be identified in the experiments by observing the particles from the
front (x-y plane). Figure 2(d) shows a snapshot of the T-junction in the x-y plane where the particle
cluster can be identified inside the red box. To visualize the particle trajectories, we construct a
time-lapse image of the particles from the red box in Fig. 2(d) by overlaying the image sequence,
which is shown in Fig. 2(e). The particle vortex can be identified inside the red dashed box, which
is formed within several microns from the wall.

We note that the length �p and the location xp of the particle cluster, and the solute dispersion
length �s all decrease with the inlet flow speed approximately to the power of −1/3 as shown
in Figs. 2(f) and 2(g). �s is determined from the simulations in Fig. 2(c), whereas �p and xp are
measured experimentally for various wall diffusioosmotic conditions by altering the solution pH;
this will be discussed later in Sec. III D in more detail. xp indicates the distance of the center of the
cluster away from the origin. Here, we seek to explain these relationships with a simple scaling
argument. For the case of 2D symmetric merging T-junction flow with no-slip boundaries, the
fluid velocity v = (ux, uy) near the stagnation point (x, y) = (0, 0) behaves like ux ∼ −Uxy and
uy ∼ Uy2. Then, balancing the advection and diffusion terms in a 2D advection-diffusion equation
for the solute, we find that �s ∼ (Ds/U )1/3 ∼ U −1/3. Finally, the characteristic length scale for
solute dispersion effectively sets the characteristic length scale for particle accumulation, and so
we also expect {�p, xp} ∼ �s. This could alternately be seen by extending the scaling analysis to a
modified advection-diffusion equation for the particle concentration that includes the contribution
from diffusioosmosis. Since both �p and xp are determined by the balance between the inlet fluid
flow and diffusioosmosis, the ratio of the two transport processes gives a Péclet-like dimensionless
number Pe∗ = Uw/Mw that sets the particle cluster size and location. Replotting �∗

p (=�p/w) and
x∗

p (=xp/w) with Pe∗ for various Mw conditions show a good overlap as shown in Fig. 2(h).
A full 3D numerical simulation further reveals the details of the particle trapping phenomenon.

Figure 3(a) shows close-up images of the computed particle vortex at U = 0.34 mm/s. These
are elongated by a factor of 10 in the y direction for better visualization since the vortex occurs
only within several micrometers from the wall. The 3D simulation not only shows the particle
entrainment occurring in the x-y plane, which is also predicted in the 2D simulations, but also
reveals that the particles converge from the sides toward the center (z → 0) due to the solute
gradients established in the z direction; this will be discussed later in Sec. III C in detail. The particle
entrainment is also observed experimentally in Fig. 3(b), which is a cropped image from the dashed
red box in Fig. 2(e), but also elongated 10 times in the y direction for comparison. The trajectories
show a good match with the simulations where the particles gradually migrate away from the wall
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FIG. 3. Colloidal vortices. (a) A full 3D simulation of the colloidal vortex at U = 0.34 mm/s. Close-up
images of the vortex from the red box are elongated by a factor of 10 times in the y direction for a better
visualization. (b) Particle trajectories cropped from the red box in Fig. 2(d). The image is also elongated 10
times in the y direction for comparison. (c) Particle trajectories in x-z planes for various flow rates. Simulated
particle trajectories are also presented for comparison. See also Movie 2 in the Supplemental Material [22].
(d), (e) Particle trajectories for the merging flows having colloidal particles only in either (d) the less saline
(0.01 mM) or (e) the more saline (10 mM) solution. Only the particles coming from the less saline side are
trapped. See also Movie 3 in the Supplemental Material [22].

as they move downstream toward the junction centerplane and then are rapidly entrained into the
vortex, creating airfoil-like particle trajectories

The colloidal vortices are also identified by observing from underneath, i.e., from the x-z plane.
Figure 3(c) shows the time-lapse images of the particle trajectories near the interface in the x-z plane
at various inlet flow speeds (U = 0.34–10 m/s; see also Movie 2 in the Supplemental Material
[22]). Computed 3D colloidal vortices are laid side-by-side for comparison. The spiral trajectories
converging toward the center clearly show the lateral particle entrainment, as predicted by the 3D
simulation.

The particle trajectories also suggest that the particles suspended in the more saline side do
not experience trapping but instead leave the junction without being entrained into the vortex. We
confirm this observation by performing experiments with particles suspended only in one stream
while excluding the other. Figures 3(d) and 3(e) show the time-lapse images when the particles are
suspended only in either the less saline [Fig. 3(d)] or the more saline [Fig. 3(e)] solution; see also
Movie 3 in the Supplemental Material [22]. Regardless of the inlet flow speed, only the particles
coming from the less saline side are trapped. This is due to the fact that the solute gradient in the y
direction ∂yc is positive in the more saline side near the interface, as opposed to the less saline side,
where ∂yc is negative. This gradient causes the particles in the more saline side to move away from
the wall by diffusiophoresis so that the particles are easily advected by the inlet fluid flow and leave
the junction.

We note that the gravity plays a negligible role in the particle trapping. For instance, the
typical speed of diffusioosmosis in this study is estimated as uw ≈ Mw

w
∼ O(1) μm/s, whereas

the particle sedimentation speed is us = �ρD2g
18μ

= 2 nm/s. Here, �ρ = 0.04 g/cm3 is the density
difference, D = 1 μm is the particle diameter, μ = 1 mPa s is the solution viscosity, and g is the
gravitational acceleration. Since the sedimentation occurs three orders of magnitude slower than
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FIG. 4. Solute transport determines the morphology of the particle cluster. (a), (b) 3D simulations of the
particle n and the solute c distributions at (a) U = 0.34 mm/s and (b) 10 mm/s adjacent to the channel wall.
(c), (d) Close-up images of the solute gradient in the z direction (∂zc), flow velocity in the z direction (uz), and
the particle velocity in the z direction (uz + Mp∂zln c) from the red boxes in (a, b). Particle trajectories are
overlaid on the particle velocity panels. Yellow dots represent the particle stagnation points. (e), (f) uz taken
along the z axis that intersects the maximum particle concentration regions [x∗ = 0.45 in (e); x∗ = 0.16 in
(f)]. Blue curves indicate uz in the absence of diffusioosmosis (Mw = 0 μm2/s). Red curves indicate uz in the
presence of diffusioosmosis (Mw = 1600 μm2/s). Gray curves indicate uz in between the two diffusioosmosis
conditions with an interval of 200 μm2/s. z is rescaled by the channel width w, z∗ = z/w. All the data are
taken at y = 5 μm.

the diffusioosmosis, we can safely neglect gravity in our system. However, the gravity may become
significant for inertial particles, and either promote or suppress the particle trapping depending on
the channel orientation, which may be important in practical applications.

C. Formation of double particle clusters

We now turn our attention to the formation of double clusters at high inlet flow speeds, as shown
earlier in Fig. 1(d) and also in Fig. 3(c) at U = 10 mm/s. While the particle cluster length �p

decreases with increasing flow speed, which can be described by 2D arguments, further increasing
the flow speed leads to splitting of the particle cluster in the direction transverse to the inlet flow,
which is clearly a 3D effect. A full 3D numerical simulation also reveals similar behavior in which
the particle cluster transitions from a single [top panel of Fig. 4(a)] to a double cluster [top panel of
Fig. 4(b)] as the inlet flow speed is increased.

Because the channel is finite in the z direction in 3D, the solutes are more broadly distributed at
the interface closer to the wall also in the z direction [z∗ = z/w → ±1/2; bottom panels of Figs. 4(a)
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particle cluster xp. U = 0.34 mm/s for all cases.

and 4(b)]. This creates an additional solute gradient in the z direction ∂zc [left panels of Figs. 4(c)
and 4(d)], which drives diffusioosmosis that converges toward the center (z∗ → 0). While this
diffusioosmotic flow occurs regardless of the inlet flow speed, the converging diffusioosmotic flow
extends over the entire channel width when the inlet flow speed is relatively low (U = 0.34 mm/s;
Re = 0.13) due to the solutes being more dispersed. In contrast, when the flow speed is high
(U = 10 mm/s; Re = 4.0), the stronger advection makes the solutes less dispersed, thus confining
∂zc only close to the wall [left panels of Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)]. Consequently, the converging
diffusioosmosis only extends from the wall to a certain extent whereas the middle region of the
channel is dominated by the inlet fluid flow, which diverges from the center toward the wall.

This behavior can be identified from the contribution of diffusioosmosis on the flow velocity, as
shown in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f) where the red and blue curves represent, respectively, the z velocity
uz in the presence and the absence of diffusioosmosis. At U = 0.34 mm/s the diffusioosmosis
has a strong impact in the z-velocity uz across the whole channel width [Fig. 4(e)], whereas the
diffusioosmosis influences uz mostly near the wall at U = 10 mm/s [Fig. 4(f)]. The diverging fluid
flow is a consequence of the early onset of Dean-like vortices near the junction having high curvature
[36], which is clearly an inertial effect. The combination of diverging flow from the center and the
converging diffusioosmosis from the wall makes a pair of converging flows that are symmetric
about the x axis, leading to the formation of the double particle cluster at high inlet flow speed.
The z velocity uz presented in the center panels of Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) and the plots in Figs. 4(e)
and 4(f) reveal the double converging flows at U = 10 mm/s [Figs. 4(d) and 4(f)], whereas a single
converging flow that is only dominated by diffusioosmosis is observed at U = 0.34 mm/s [Figs. 4(c)
and 4(e)].
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(a)

outlet

U = 0.34 mm/s U = 3.4 mm/s

(b) U = 0.34 mm/s U = 3.4 mm/s

0.01 mM

10 mM

inlet 1
10 mM

inlet 2
0.01 mM

200 µm

200 µm

FIG. 6. Particle trapping also occurs in other merging flow geometries. Particle trapping in a staggered
T-junction where two inlets are offset. The channel has a square cross section, but with different widths for the
inlets and the outlet; 0.7 mm for the inlets and 1.2 mm for the outlet. (a) Experimental and (b) full 3D numerical
simulation results for various inlet mean flow speeds. See also Movie 4 in the Supplemental Material [22].

The particle velocity in the z direction, which is the sum of fluid flow and diffusiophoresis,
i.e., uz + Mp∂z ln c, also shows similar behavior [right panels of Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)]. The overlaid
particle trajectories clearly show that there are two stable particle stagnation points at U = 10 mm/s,
as indicated by yellow dots. This confirms the transition from a single cluster at low flow speed to a
double cluster at high flow speed.

D. Impact of diffusioosmosis on particle trapping

As we have seen so far, the interaction between diffusioosmosis, diffusiophoresis, and inlet fluid
flow enables the particle trapping. We emphasize that the wall diffusioosmosis accelerates the
colloid diffusiophoresis by altering the solute distribution, which subsequently leads to enhanced
cluster formation. The effect of diffusioosmosis on the particle trapping phenomenon is presented
in Fig. 5. In the absence of diffusioosmosis ([Mw = 0 μm2/s; left panel of Fig. 5(a)], the solute
and its gradient are distributed antisymmetrically about the origin in the x direction. In contrast,
in the presence of diffusioosmosis ([Mw = 1600 μm2/s; right panel of Fig. 5(a)], the solutes are
transported further to the less saline side (positive x direction) by diffusioosmosis, resulting in an
asymmetric distribution of the solutes. Consequently, the vertical solute gradient ∂yc near the less
saline side is enhanced [Fig. 5(b)], leading to stronger particle trapping. Also, the particle cluster is
formed more upstream as the wall diffusioosmotic mobility is increased, as confirmed in Fig. 5(c);
yellow arrows indicate the location of the maximum particle concentration. The results also show
that the particle cluster can be formed even at the high saline side when Mw � Mp due to the
diffusiophoresis being the dominant migration mechanism.

The diffusioosmosis-dependent particle dynamics are also verified experimentally by varying
the pH of the solutions [Fig. 5(d)]. For the tested pH range (pH = 4.8–6.8), the ζ potential of
the wall (fused silica) changes over 50% [37], whereas the particle (carboxylated polystyrene) ζ

potential varies less than 10% [38]). This allows us to decouple diffusiophoresis and diffusioos-
mosis by reducing the wall diffusioosmosis significantly while effectively keeping the particle
diffusiophoresis as is. For estimating Mw values at different pH values in Fig. 2(h), we assume
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a linear change in the wall ζ potential with respect to the solution pH, which is a reasonable
approximation below pH = 7 for glass [30,31,37]. By setting the isoelectric point at pH = 2,
the wall ζ potential is estimated as –80 mV and –64 mV for pH = 5.5 and 4.8, respectively,
which correspond to Mw = 920 and 650 μm2/s. As the pH drops from 6.8 to 4.8, the particle
clusters are formed more downstream toward the origin, from x∗

p = 0.41 to 0.30, as indicated
by the yellow arrows in Fig. 5(d). This behavior occurs at various flow speeds, as shown in
Figs. 2(g) and 2(h). As expected, this is due to the weakened diffusioosmosis, which agrees with
the numerical prediction in Fig. 5(c). The particle cluster also becomes more dispersed in the lateral
direction as the laterally converging diffusioosmosis in the z direction becomes weaker, making
the particles less compact. Such a diffusioosmosis-dependent cluster morphology suggests a unique
way of measuring the wall ζ potential based on particle visualization, which otherwise requires
additional electrical measurements [39–41].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Our study demonstrates a good example of how nonlinear, coupled fluid-solute-colloid-boundary
dynamics can result in peculiar particle behavior in simple flow systems. With a 3D-printed glass
microfluidic device that offers versatile visualization and full 3D numerical simulations, we have
identified the formation of stable vortices in a merging T-junction when the inlet streams have a
salinity difference. Driven by the interactions between the wall diffusioosmosis, particle diffusio-
phoresis, and the inlet fluid flow, the vortices enable robust trapping of colloidal particles near the
junction. We emphasize that the reported particle trapping is a completely different mechanism
from the trapping enabled by the inertial vortex breakdown [6–11] or the solute-mediated trapping
enabled by the diffusiophoresis [14,15], as the current trapping is enabled by the combination of
both the solute-mediated and the inertial effects. Since the particle trapping is driven by the presence
of solute gradients, the trapping can happen in other flow geometries as well. For example, Fig. 6
shows experimentally and numerically that the suspended particles form similar colloidal clusters
in a staggered T-junction in which the two inlets are offset (see also Movie 4 in the Supplemental
Material [22]). Since asymmetric channel geometries are found in a number of transport systems
such as xylem/phloem transport [42], blood flow [43], seepage networks [44], and microfluidic
mixers [45], the presented work documents and characterizes a unique particle trapping mechanism
potentially found in a wide range of common flow systems. Further, the fact that the particle trapping
occurs in low Reynolds number conditions with aid of solutes implies that similar dynamics may
arise in biological and physiological environments where a variety of solutes and electrolytes are
subjected to a mild fluid flow [46]. Last, due to the extreme near-wall dynamics of the identified
trapping mechanism, similar solute-gradient-induced vortices or accumulated particle structures
may have been undetected and unappreciated in many microfluidic merging devices [47–49],
especially those manufactured with traditional soft lithography without the ability to resolve the
near-wall regions.
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